Abstract -Raman scattering provides significant information on the nature of the magnetic excitations of diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS).
INTRODUCTION
A semiconductor AB where A and B are, respectively, group II and VI elements, upon being alloyed with a compound MB where M is an element of the iron group, forms part of a class of materials usually called diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) . If x is the atomic concentration of M atoms replacing atoms of type A, the formula of a DMS is written A1MB. A typical example is Cd1 xMnxTe which can form homogeneous solid solutions for x ranging from 0 to 0.75. These materials have a unique combination of semiconducting and magnetic properties. Cdi_xMnxTe crystallizes in the zinc-blende structure for 0 < x < 0.75 in which at random cation sites Cd is replaced by Mn atoms. For x < 0.17, Cd1_xMnxTe is paramagnetic for all temperatures. If x > 0.17, below a critical temperature Tc(x), there is a magnetically ordered phase due to antiferromagnetic coupling between neighboring Mn2+ ions. For example, Cd1_MnTe with x = 0.75 is in an antiferromagnetic phase below 40 K.
Raman scattering studies provide significant information on the nature of the magnetic excitations of these materials. Transitions in which a quantum of angular momentum is exchanged between the system and the radiation field give rise to Raman lines whose shifts equal the energy of the magnetic excitations in which the total spin of the material changes by ti.
These transitions are in one-to-one correspondence with those observed in magnetic resonance experiments but are carried out in the optical rather than in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS General considerations
The theory of Raman scattering by magnetic excitations is similar to that by phonons except that, because of the axial nature of the magnetic field and of the magnetization , the selection rules for Raman scattering differ from those associated with symmetric polarizability tensors.
In a magnetic system, the electric susceptibility ) is a functional of the magnetization N as well as of the other variables describing internal modes of motion. Thus we write = flEL, (1) where is the electric field of the incident radiation and the polarization vector.
Several microscopic mechanisms for the dependence of on can be envisioned. Magnetostriction can conceivably be one but it is likely to yield extremely small scattering cross sections. Exchange interactions with itinerant or localized electrons, having energies comparable to electrostatic interactions, are expected to be important. This suggests that the Raman features associated with magnetic excitations should exhibit strong resonance enhancement when the energy of the quantum iWL of the exciting radiation is near the energy of an electronic transition, e.g., the direct energy gap.
The modulation of resulting from magnetic excitations is obtained from a Taylor series expansion of the functional x(). We write = () + =yMxH, (5) y being the gyromagnetic ratio, i.e., the ratio of the magnetic-moment and the angularmomentum densitites. For electrons, y = -ge/2mc is negative. Considering only inelastic scattering, we need only keep the time-dependent components of . The solutions of Eq. 5, taking H parallel to the z-axis, are such that N ± iN 
where (7) is the Larmor frequency and N and M11 the components of normal to and parallel to respectively.
We consider incident radiation propagating parallel to the z-axis selected along i.
For
circularly polarized radiation and Er we write
= +GME exp[-i(w Q)t]. (9) This shows that in this geometry there is a Stokes line with polarization (&÷,) and an anti-Stokes line with (ô_,).
In a similar way, if the incident wave propagates at right angles to but is polarized along H,
and
Thus Stokes and anti-Stokes lines occur in the geometries (,ô_) and (,a+), respectively.
The two cases described above are, of course, related to one another by time reversal symmetry.
In order to describe the magnetic excitations observed in Raman scattering in terms of microscopic models, it is useful to consider the Hamiltonian of the Mn2+ ions interacting with one another and with either band electrons or electrons bound to donors. We designate the spin of a Mn2 ion at the site i. by . and the spin of the electron by . In the 
PARAMAGNETIC PHASE
We now consider Raman transitions between Zeeman sublevels of the individual Mn2+ ions in an external magnetic field, the sample being in its paramagnetic phase. In this phase the 2+ .
exchange interaction between Mn ions is smaller than the thermal energy kBT and the ions can be considered as being independent of one another. The 6S, ground state of the Mn2+ ion has a total spin S 5/2, orbital angular momentum L = 0 and total angular momentum J = Exploiting the variation of the band gap with manganese concentration and/or temperature, it is possible to match the band gap of several samples with the energy of one of the discrete lines of a Kr+ laser. In addition, a dye laser can also be used to achieve resonant conditions. It is found that the intensity of the WPM line increases by several orders of magnitude as the laser photon energy approaches that of the band gap. The observation of this resonant enhancement in the intensity of the WPM Raman line prompts the consideration of a mechanism involving interband transitions. It involves the Mn2+_band electron exchange interaction described by the first term in the Hamiltonian in Eq. 12. In a similar fashion, the third term lowers the spin of an ion while raising the spin of a band electron, i.e.,
Hence, these terms can induce simultaneous spin-flips of the band electrons on the one hand and the Mn2 ions on the other, corresponding to im5(Mn2) = ±1 and m(e) = l.
In All the observations discussed above and the predictions of the microscopic models considered are in accord with the general phenomenological selection rules embodied in Eqs. 8-11. We also note that this entire phenomenon is electron paramagnetic resonance observed as Raman shifts, i.e., it is Raman-EPR.
One can also visualize a mechanism in which the In addition to the above, the creation or annihilation of two LO phonons in a similar process is also possible. An electron or a hole can create or annihilate two LO phonons in a single step. Another possibility is that an electron as well as a hole each separately create an LO phonon. In either case, the scattered photon can have the following Raman shifts:
where L01 refers to the "CdTe-like" and L02 to the "MnTe-like" zone center longitudinal The scattering amplitude for the Raman mechanism discussed above is proportional to the 2+ . On the basis of the luminescence spectra, appropriate choices of laser wavelength, sample temperature and magnetic field can be made to achieve conditions of "in resonance" or "out resonance" which can selectively enhance specific features in the Raman spectrum. In the experiments reported here, the . 14) ). Thus, it is clear that the "in resonance" condition is satisfied even more closely whereas the "out resonance" for u - The coordinates describing the magnons, the elementary excitations of a system of interacting magnetic dipole moments can be regarded as the Fourier components of the magnetization N(r,t). In first order Raman scattering, only the long wavelength magnons can be excited. In an antiferromagnetic system these excitations can be described by We assume that HA like HE is proportional to the saturation values of N1 or M2 given by M5 = (2xgPS/a3)B5(y) (24) where B is the Bohr magneton, a is the lattice constant, and B5(y) is the Brillouin function with (25) The Nel temperature, TN, is then given by kBTN = (2x/3a3)g2p5(5 + l)K. 
